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Starting the game:
You will need standard playing cards, the game board,  player tokens, chance cards
and shopping cards.  Everything except the playing cards is supplied with the
download.

Print trim and assemble the game board,  player tokens, chance cards and shopping
cards.  They can be laminated or printed on coloured paper or board as required.

Every player chooses a token.  If you want to you can make your own. The small
tokens are to remind players of their bike type and stay in front of the player.

Remove Jokers, Jacks, 3’s and 2’s from the cards and deal 5 cards to each player.

Game Play:
This is a boardgame where players use playing cards to move their pieces around the
board.  Players hold and hide cards in their hands and play cards, then proceed the
number of squares corresponding to the played card. Players take it in turns to have a
go, and the next person clockwise is the next player.

King Queen 10 are 10, Ace is 11 and all other cards are their face value.

If the square a player lands on is the same colour as the card they have played, there is
no penalty. If the square a player lands on is a different colour to the card they have
played, the player moves back one square. (Yellow, green and blue squares are
exempt from this rule)

If a player lands on a “direct action” square with a “wrong colour card”  the player
ignores the direct action and moves back 1 square. ie landing on 15 with a red card,
the player should move back 1 and not obey the “tailwind” instruction.

Players receive 5 cards each time they pass over the start.

Blue squares are special “chance squares”: pick up a chance card and follow the
instructions.

Green squares are “shop squares”: pick up the number of shop cards shown on the
square.

If a player runs out of cards before completing a lap, they move forward 4 squares
every move they make.  They may continue to “shop” and must obey all “chance”
squares.

Winning:
There are 2 winners, the person who completes 4 laps first and the person who has the
highest value of shopping when they finish 4 laps.
















